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The Pincer is Closing
German forces are gradually being
pushed back on most fronts. Allied
forces are encircling the largest part
of the German forces that remain in
Normandy, enclosing them in an area
near the Falaise commune, roughly 40
kilometres south-east of Caen.
Due to the runaway success of the
combination of Operations Cobra and
Bluecoat, German forces have had
inadequate opportunity to retreat and
regroup.
In fact the German forces in Normandy appear no less fanatical in their
cause, and their resolute defence in
the area suggests little inclination for
a retreat.

This is in spite of the fact that the
German situation in the area has
become critical. In Falaise, they suffer
from a constant bombardment of artillery and air attack.
French forces have reached Alençon
south of Falaise, and are surging
North to seal off the Germans’ only
avenue of escape.
A difficulty now lies in ensuring that
friendly forces do not fire upon one
another. Many allied fronts now face
each other directly.
Allied Generals say that this is where
Normandy will be won or lost.

Panzers en Masse

A large force of German
Panzers have been repelled
in the region of Mortain.

had a hand in destroying
many of the Panzers.

Over the next few days,
although bolstered by
reinforcements, the Panzer
forces were promptly driven
back. Without the elements
of surprise and weather
cover, several American divisions were poised to repel
the threat.

The attack reportedly
commenced on 7th August,
when a large tank force attempted to penetrate west,
and force the allied front
back towards the sea.
Their aim appeared to be
to cleeve the 1st US Army
in two, so as to severely
limit any mutual support.
The initial attack, launched
at midnight, benefitted
from two elements. Firstly
from the unexpected ferocity of attack from German
forces that were thought
to be much more diminished. And secondly, from a
large fog presence, severely
limiting the intervention of
allied aircraft.

Mrs E Carlysle’s Recipe
for Making Do:
Belted Leeks
Ingredients
Method
•
•
•
•
•

1 lb small thin
leeks
2 oz bacon rashers
1/2 pint of white
sauce
salt and pepper
dried herbs if
wished

•

•

•

•

Trim and cook
the whole leeks
in boiling water
until soft enough
to eat (about 10-15
minutes)
Drain well and
save some of the
leek water for the
sauce
Put the leeks in a
heated dish and
cover with the
white sauce (see
recipe for white
sauce below)
Grill the bacon and
cut into narrow
strips and arrange
as belts over the
leeks

Pipeline
Experiment
goes Awry
A new oil pipeline
was laid today
between England
and France, in
a collaboration
between oil engineers and British
Armed Forces,
but there was an
unfortunate snag.
The hope was for
this to be the first
of many pipelines,
in order to sustain the resource

need of the armed
forces currently
waging war on the
continent.
Unfortunately, though the
pipeline was
successfully laid
yesterday, between
Shanklin Chine on
the Isle of Wight,
and Cherbourg in
Northern France,
a destroyer escort
involved in the

In fact, due to the heavy
losses of Panzers (said to
be around one hundred
tanks) the Americans were
able to counterattack and
liberate the city of Mortain.

Thankfully this cover
lifted by midday, and allied
American fighter-bombers

operation managed
to snag its anchor on
the pipe, rupturing
it.
It remains to be
seen whether or not
attempts will be
made to lay further
pipelines. The idea
was to relieve the
effort of tankers
which are constantly resupplying
the steep needs of
allied equipment in
Normandy. Those
tankers are still susceptible to U-boat
attack.
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On his way to the scenes of
death, he met death.
Death reached out with an
eagerness that matched his
own.

